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Other tools include the ability to compare graphs between two charts or to generate a Kashi (description of planets in houses) for a chart. The program also provides much-needed data about each planet's location at the time of birth, including the sign, house, sub-order, aspect, and whether it is rising or setting. Many
calculators are available, but they seem to be for generating date, month, or year predictions rather than detailed details of the kundli (which may be the case with the calculator offered on the company's Web site, where the user can define whether the birth chart is for herself, her mother, her father, or her son). e kundli
2009 has a very simple design and is easy to use. It is also filled with a lot of information. Information such as natal horoscope, my farsi horoscope, natal chart, authentic iqraa and authentic montazesh, can be found on the program. We have also added mitzvah and astrology lesson for each full moon according to most of
the Jews, Muslim, and Christians. Every day a free horoscope is provided by us for all of the people through their e-mails. Astra Alkem software was having some compatibility issues with windows 7, so finally i did a fresh install of windows xp in VM and then run the software in it. It was smooth and working fine and i have

tried doing kundlis in windows 7 and it was working fine. Note: kundli 2002 has compatibility issue with all windows OSs higher XP. It will not work with Windows 7,vista or 8/8.1 I am using same software and done much research on the same problem. The solution that worked for was to Install XP as VM and then install
kundli on the VM. I have installed kundli software same way first in windows 7 and recently on windows 8.1 tablet. Alternatively you can use kundli 2009 which is a better program and works on Windows 7.
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for generating the kundali, you can download the free version. there is also a paid version that allows you to generate the janam kundali, the horoscope and ketu dosha. you can view the janam kundali for free. kundli is a basic concept in hindu astrology and it is now available online. you can take help of online kundli-report
from the web sites which provide kundali-report. kundali is a traditional practice of hindu astrology which helps to predict a person's future and traits. for your information, kundali is the star map which shows the position of the planets in the birth chart of a person. thus, kundali indicates where the planets are in the

person's birth chart. based on that, predictions are made about different aspects of a person's life. the predictions made for various aspects of a person's life are termed as "aspects". it is a tradition that every newly-wedded couple performs a kundali-matching ceremony. for this, a kundali matching report is required. the
kundali of a person is one of the most sought aspects of astrology. a kundali entails the details about the positions of stars and planets at the time of your birth based on which further predictions are made. and with further predictions, we mean predictions about different aspects of one's life like love, career, health,

business, finance, and even marriage. simply said, kundli making is a necessary thing for any individual and is likely to improve their decision-making capabilities gradually in the course of time. nowadays, creating kundli online and free janam kundal analysis is a common and very popular means of getting future
predictions. an online kundali report proves very reliable and helpful when prepared by learned and experienced astrologers, who can predict your future and traits accurately. 5ec8ef588b
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